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Advanced DNA Nanopore Technologies

Boxuan Shen,§ Petteri Piskunen,§ Sami Nummelin, Qing Liu, Mauri A. Kostiainen, and Veikko Linko*

ABSTRACT: Diverse nanopore-based technologies have substantially expanded the toolbox for label-free single-molecule sensing and sequencing applications. Biological protein pores, lithographically fabricated solid-state and graphene nanopores, and hybrid pores are in widespread use and have proven to be feasible devices for detecting amino acids, polynucleotides, and their specific conformations. However, despite the indisputable and remarkable advantages in technological exploration and commercialization of such equipment, the commonly used methods may lack modularity and specificity in characterization of particular phenomena or in development of nanopore-based devices. In this review, we discuss DNA nanopore techniques that harness the extreme addressability, precision, and modularity of DNA nanostructures that can be incorporated as customized gates or plugs into for example lipid membranes, solid-state pores, and nanocapillaries, thus forming advanced hybrid instruments. In addition to these, there exist a number of diverse DNA-assisted nanopore-based detection and analysis methods. Here, we introduce different types of DNA nanostructure-based pore designs and their intriguing properties as well as summarize the extensive collection of current and future technologies and applications that can be realized through combining DNA nanotechnology with common nanopore approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Biological protein pores and pore-forming peptides have pivotal functions in cellular processes. They can act as regulators of molecular or ionic transport in response to external stimuli such as pH, voltage, and molecular binding. On the other hand, toxins, such as α-hemolysin and aerolysin, promote cell lysis by forming channels into lipid membranes and therefore interfere with the cellular osmotic balance.1 In a technological viewpoint, various membrane-inserted biological nanopores (NPs) can be harnessed in sensing applications. Needless to say, there exist a plethora of other molecular channels that may be utilized in sensing applications, such as receptors and ligand-gated channels, but here the focus is on the discrete well-controlled pores that can be used as single sensing elements. By applying voltage across the membrane that separates the cis and trans electrode chambers of the instrument (Figure 1), the molecules translocate through the pore one by one and disturb the otherwise constant ionic current through the pore thus resulting in a measurable signal (resistive-pulse technique).2 The same technique was employed already in the 1950s in detecting and counting bacteria from the solution,3 but the present-day nanoscopic pores provide such highly confined spaces that the properties of a single molecule can be analyzed in a straightforward manner. For example, α-hemolysin extracted from bacteria has been widely used for nucleic acid analytics,4 and these protein NPs can also be utilized in sequencing of DNA strands5 using commercially available ready-to-use instrumentation.6

However, there exist many challenges in employing purely biological pores, rendering feasible artificial NP systems allowing customizable single-molecule detection and analytical capabilities highly desirable. An example of an artificial NP instrument contains liquid chambers divided by an insulating membrane with a lithographically engineered nanoscale opening through which the probed molecules are electro-phoretically driven (see Figure 1a). These solid-state nanopores (SSNPs)7 are fabricated using standard lithographic top-down methods that offer mass-production possibilities, durability, and reasonable size and shape control. In addition, a graphene layer may act as an atomically thin and precise membrane for the pore device, thus serving as a robust alternative to other techniques while providing high resolution sequencing capability due to its unique electric properties.8
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Figure 1. Various nanopore designs. The insets represent schematic single-channel current recordings (current vs time) in each case (signal shown in green). (a) Continuous ion current flows through solid-state nanopore (SSNP) due to the applied voltage across the membrane. GND denotes electrical ground. (b) α-Hemolysin protein pore is inserted into the SSNP where it can act as a gate for single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) translocation. (c) DNA origami is docked onto the SSNP where it can serve as a modular gatekeeper for a plethora of different uses.

Figure 2. Hybrid NPs consist of DNA nanostructures and SSNPs in membranes. (a) Top panels: a funnel-like DNA nanostructure consists of 4 layers of DNA helices in a square lattice. Length A = 40 bp (13.6 nm), length B = 48 bp (16.3 nm). Bottom panels: a long dsDNA leash attached to the narrower end of the funnel pulls the DNA nanostructure into the SSNP when a negative voltage bias is applied, the insertion event is seen as the ionic current changes. (b) Top left panel: the model of a DNA strand translocating through a pore in a DNA nanoplate docked on top of a SSNP. Top right panel: transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of a SSNP and DNA nanoplates with pores of different sizes. Bottom left panel: short unpaired ssDNA at the edge of the DNA NP forms a bait–prey system, which can influence the dwell time of the translocating long ssDNA depending on its sequence. Bottom right panel: relative conductance of DNA NPs with various sizes and electronic circuit model of the involved resistances. (c) Top panel: TEM class average images of four DNA origami nanoplates of different designs. HC, honeycomb lattice; RR, Rothemund rectangle; 2LL, 2 layer square lattice; 3LL, 3 layer square lattice. Bottom left panel: nonlinear fitting of the relative conductance versus bare pore conductance. Bottom right panel: plate buckling and pulling-through events reflected in ionic current changes. (d) Top panel: models of ssDNA molecules translocating through graphene NPs with 0, 1, or 2 layers of DNA origami. Bottom left panel: computational results of ionic current dependence of various combinations of graphene NP and DNA NP. Bottom right panel: computational simulation shows different dwell times of oligonucleotides with different sequences through a NP equipped with unpaired T bases at the pore edge. (a) Adapted from ref 38. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (b) Adapted with permission from ref 39. Copyright 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH and Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (c) Adapted from ref 40. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (d) Adapted from ref 41. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
However, the controllable chemical modification of these kinds of NPs is still challenging, although achievable through, for example, lipid coatings and polymer functionalization.\textsuperscript{9,10}

Alternatively, as mentioned above, the biological NPs that originally inspired solid-state pores already display highly complex gating behavior via the use of functional protein structures. If these proteins could be extracted and harnessed for use in man-made pores, biological pore functionality could very well be copied. Following this thought, eventually Hall and his co-workers\textsuperscript{11} had the idea of mimicking a biological NP and his co-workers\textsuperscript{11} had the idea of mimicking a biological NP and inserting it into a SSNP (Figure 1b), thus constituting the very first hybrid NP and thus paving the way for bridging top-down fabrication to atomically precise molecular self-assembly. Thus, hybrid NPs harnessed the excellent addressability and advanced functionality of biological macromolecules to provide SSNPs with the controllable chemical functionalization they were lacking.

In addition to employing ready proteins, lately also DNA-based nanotechnology has proven a popular method for functionalizing pores.\textsuperscript{12–15} In general, DNA nanotechnology allows fabrication of a variety of DNA objects with customizable size, shape, and modifications.\textsuperscript{16} Today, the emerged methods and techniques, including DNA origami,\textsuperscript{17–19} form an impressive toolbox for creating rather complex nanostructures\textsuperscript{20–22} for a wealth of diverse applications such as nanoelectronics,\textsuperscript{23–25} super-resolution imaging,\textsuperscript{26} nanophotonics,\textsuperscript{27} plasmonics,\textsuperscript{28–30} dynamic molecular robotics,\textsuperscript{31–33} molecular scale precision measurements,\textsuperscript{34} and biomedicine.\textsuperscript{35–37} The possibility to engineer their properties, in particular the shape, confinement, and function, in an excellent precision has also made these shapes highly interesting in NP applications. As a step further from just mimicking nature as protein NPs do, tailored DNA structures provide a platform of fully addressable geometries, sensing-elements and moving parts, that allow users to design their own NP gates or even the pores themselves in a modular fashion (example of a DNA gatekeeper in Figure 1c).

In this review, we will discuss how exactly various DNA-based nanostructures and solid-state NPs have inspired the creation of hybrid DNA origami-based devices. Unlike α-hemolysin, which requires significant efforts to be modified by protein engineering to suit different applications, the excellent programmability and modularity of DNA nanostructures make it possible to fabricate NPs with fully customizable geometry and a variety of chemical modifications with ease. These benefits could potentially complement SSNP features to facilitate more specific detection properties and a wider selection of analytes, for example, proteins in their natural conformations.

In 2012, Bell et al.\textsuperscript{38} fabricated a funnel-shaped DNA origami structure with a 2344-base pair (bp) double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) leash, which facilitated the DNA origami to be inserted into a SSNP of 15 nm diameter in a SiN membrane to form a hybrid NP. The “funnel” consists of four layers of DNA helices in a square lattice geometry, with the openings of 22.5 nm (wider end) and 7.5 nm (narrower end) and a length of 51 nm (Figure 2a, top panels). The dsDNA leash (Figure 2a, bottom left panel) was formed by a part of the linearized scaffold strand hybridized to 49 complementary oligonucleotides. While applying a voltage across the SSNP with a solution of DNA nanostructure on one side, the funnels are driven by the ionic current flow and pulled by the leash until one of them is docked onto the solid-state pore, indicated by a sudden drop in the ionic current (Figure 2a, bottom right panel). In addition, the authors showed that by abruptly reversing the voltage applied, the origami could also be ejected from the pore. The insertion and ejection can be repeated several times providing a correction mechanism to replace a faulty origami pore. Finally, the authors demonstrated the sensing function of the assembled hybrid NP by successfully detecting translocation events of linearized λ-DNA.

In the same year, Wei et al.\textsuperscript{39} assembled flat DNA origami plates in a honeycomb lattice with apertures of customizable sizes that acted as gatekeepers for SSNPs (Figure 2b). The authors characterized the electrical conductance of the DNA plate with and without apertures (Figure 2b, top right panel) when the plates were docked onto SSNP and showed that though a substantial leakage current and increased current fluctuations were present, the DNA nanoplate was still capable to detect the translocation events of biomacromolecules. By programming the dimensions of the aperture, the nanoplate worked as a filter for macromolecules with selected sizes. The nanoplates with 9 × 14 nm² aperture allowed the smaller streptavidin to pass through but blocked the larger immunoglobulin G (IgG). The translocation events of long dsDNA of 6000 bp were also observed with an opening of 5 × 7 nm². In addition, the authors demonstrated the effect of chemical modifications on the translocation behavior of molecules. By attaching a bait (short sequences for a DNA target) at the entrance of the gate, DNA molecules with varied lengths of sequences complementary to the bait showed different dwell times. This difference was reflected in the switching frequencies between two defined ionic current levels. Interestingly, the gatekeeper allowed analysis of phage plasmids with complicated secondary structures when the DNA plugin was equipped with multiple bait motifs. These results implied promising applications in biomolecular interaction screening and DNA sequence detection.

A more detailed study on ionic permeability of DNA origami nanoplates docked onto SSNPs was conducted by Plesa et al.\textsuperscript{40} in 2014. As discussed in the earlier work,\textsuperscript{39} the ionic current through a nanoplate is dependent both on the SSNP size and the nanoplate geometry. To better characterize the effect of the geometry of nanoplate, relative conductance (RC), that is, the ratio between the conductance of the hybrid pore and the SSNP (RC = \(G_{\text{hybrid}}/G_{\text{pore}}\)), was employed. Origami nanoplates with four different designs were compared, namely a honeycomb lattice (HC), a Rothemund rectangle (RR), a two-layered lattice (2LL), and a three-layer lattice (3LL).
Counterintuitively, the HC showed the lowest leakage followed by the RR, while the thicker 2LL and 3LL turned out to be the most leaky ones. In addition, the RC is found to increase as the salt concentration in the buffer is decreased. Importantly, the bare pore conductance versus RC relation is not linear as described earlier by Wei et al.39 (Figure 2c bottom left panel). Interestingly, the study also showed that the DNA origami nanoplates could be mechanically deformed and pulled through the bare nanocapillary. Part 2 of the trace: reduced ionic current level after the DNA origami plate is trapped. Right panel: the relative conductance change in respect to MgCl₂ concentration and applied bias voltage. A larger drop can be observed at higher voltages and Mg²⁺ levels. (e) Top panel: designs of the DNA origami plates for deformation based optical voltage sensing. Design A₁ has a FRET dye pair perpendicular to and design A₂ in parallel to the electric field. The nanocapillary system can thus be observed live with a fluorescent microscope. Bottom panel: experimental and simulation results for relative proximity ratios of the FRET dyes as a function of applied voltage. The fluorescence signal responds in the perpendicular design (A₁) as the distance between the dyes changes due to the origami deforming. (a, b) Reprinted from ref 44. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. (c) Reprinted from ref 46. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (d) Reprinted from ref 47. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (e) Adapted from ref 48. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
(IDPs) known as FG-Nups, mimicking the nature-occurring gatekeeper, nuclear pore complex (NPC), for nuclear transport in eukaryotic cells. The authors attached the DNA rings onto SSNPs using the electrophoretic force and compared the ion conductance of 8 and 32 FG-Nups functionalized rings (8-NPS1 and 32-NPS1). They found the conductance blockade increased as the number of FG-Nups increased (20 ± 4% for 8-NSP1 vs 35 ± 5% for 32-NSP1). Attachment of the mutated FG-Nup (8-NPS1-S and 32-NPS1-S) altered the current blockage ability (18 ± 3% for 8-NSP1-S vs 31 ± 10% for 32-NPS1-S) due to the increased hydrophilicity of the protein assembly. Computer simulation of the system revealed ion conductance values that are well in line with experimental results. Thus, the reported platform is anticipated to serve as an ideal model for NPC study and sophisticated NPC mimic construction. Coincidentally, another group of researchers published a very similar design of DNA origami NPCs for studying IDPs; however, the main characterization method they employed was AFM, not ionic current.43

2.2. DNA Nanostructures Inserted into Nanocapillaries. Well controlled nanoscale channels can also be made for example by laser-assisted pulling of pipet tips, thus easily fabricating an elongated SSNP. Such “nanocapillaries” offer a cost-effective alternative to the ordinary silicon based SSNPs, and they have thus found use as their own category of pore devices. In 2013, Hernández-Ainsa and co-workers demonstrated how DNA origami could be reversibly attached to the openings of glass nanocapillaries providing them with both physical and chemical functionality. They trapped two different double-layered DNA origami plates (60 × 54 nm²) with either a 5 nm or a 14 nm rectangular pore in their center to a pulled glass nanocapillary (outer diameter 46 ± 9 nm) by using a positive bias voltage (>300 mV) (Figure 3a). The trapping event and formation of the hybrid NP were identified by a drop in ionic current and an increase in current noise. The origami could then be reversibly detached hundreds of times by applying a large opposite bias (~1000 mV), reverting the ionic current to its initial state each time. The trapping was further confirmed by attaching fluorescent dye molecules to the edges of the DNA origami and optically observing the exact moment the hybrid pores were formed and the ionic current dropped. As for further functionality, by using different pore sizes, they showed it was possible to physically limit in what folding states λ-DNA was able to translocate. Then, to additionally provide chemical functionality to their capillaries, the authors extended two staple strands on the 14 nm DNA origami pore to form ssDNA overhangs with controlled sequences (Figure 3b). These overhangs functioned as binding sites for ssDNA analytes with complementary segments, significantly slowing translocation time for only matching samples. Furthermore, this delay could be increased by using a longer, complementary overhang and thus stronger binding. Later on, this same sequence-specific delaying effect has also been exploited without the accompanying DNA nanostructures by directly functionalizing bare glass nanocapillaries with covalently bound ssDNA bristles.45

DNA plates and pores are not just structurally static, but they are affected and deformed by the hydrodynamic and electrostatic forces involved in NP applications as shown by Plesa et al.40 In 2014, Hernández-Ainsa et al demonstrated this in their work when they attached a plate-like DNA origami NP to a pulled glass nanocapillary. Their DNA origami, a 60 × 54 nm² plate with a 14 × 15 nm² pore and a long dsDNA scaffold leash in its center (Figure 3c, left panel), was guided to a capillary opening by applying a set positive voltage (300–800 mV). They observed that depending on the used voltage, the ionic current through the nanocapillary changed gradually and that they could eventually achieve two distinct states. With a sufficiently high voltage, the electrostatic forces overcame the stiffness of the DNA origami and the plate deformed as it was partially dragged into the capillary, leading to the existence of both an initial (300 mV) and a buckled (800 mV) state for the system (Figure 3c middle and right panel). While a higher voltage resulted in a larger population of buckled plates, an excessively high voltage (>1000 mV) resulted in the plates completely translocating through the capillary. Similarly as in their earlier study, reversing the voltage (~1000 mV) allowed them to detach the DNA origami from the capillaries at will. When their system was tested with λ-DNA translocation, the translocation rate was an order of magnitude lower in the buckled state as in the initial state, and two orders of magnitude lower than for the bare glass capillary. Thus, their work displayed how the behavior of the pore could be changed between distinct modes by just adjusting an external field.

The above behavior was initially attributed to just changes in the DNA origami pore dimensions, but this investigation was much more thoroughly continued by Li et al.47 They used molecular dynamics simulations supported by electric current measurements and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) markers to elucidate how plate-based DNA origami actually behave in NP applications. They studied the effects of applied voltage, number of layers, nucleobase composition, lattice type, helical orientation, and solution Mg²⁺ ion concentration have on the ionic conductivity and permeability of DNA origami plates both by simulating and with experiments (Figure 3d). For the experimental work, they used varying designs of pore-less DNA origami plates attached to glass nanocapillaries with different applied bias voltages. The molecular dynamics simulation was performed for the same designs as both free-floating and capillary-supported structures with varying magnesium concentrations and bias voltages. FRET was used to experimentally monitor the packing effect of Mg²⁺. Their core finding was that the density and thickness of the origami defines how permeable it is to ions. As such, factors that packed the origami more tightly (increasing Mg²⁺ concentration, bending or higher number of the plates, more compact base pairs (CG), honeycomb lattice) hindered the flow of ions in the system. Conversely, loose packing and density lowering factors (lower Mg²⁺ concentrations, minimal number of layers, plate separation due to strong electric fields, AT heavy nucleobase composition, and a square lattice) all notably increased ionic conductivity. Interestingly, while a stronger electric field separated plates and thus increased ionic conductivity in free-floating origami, those supported by a NP or capillary displayed a net decrease in conductivity due to deformation, similarly as had happened in the earlier work.46 Li et al. also showed that the orientation of the helices respective to the applied voltage determined conductivity. By tethering cube-like DNA origami to a nanocapillary with the DNA helices both parallel and perpendicular to the voltage, they were able to show that directions parallel to the helices were more conductive. Overall, their exhaustive study showed how the ionic conductivity, and thus ultimately the leakage currents that partially define a NPs sensitivity, could be engineered by clever design of the DNA origami element, not just in...
As a display of how to exploit DNA origami for dynamic functionality, Hemmig et al. later designed a nanocapillary hybrid system that was able to convert the deformation of the DNA origami pore element, and so the applied bias voltage, into quantized, fluorescent light. By using a leashed, two-layered plate-based design very similar as in ref 46 and attaching a FRET dye pair (Atto532 and Atto647N) to the pore opening, they were able to generate a fluorescent signal whose intensity depended on the state of the origami. The plates could then be attached to nanocapillaries in the same reversible way as demonstrated previously. Now, as the emission intensity of the FRET pair is determined by the distance between the dye molecules and distorting the DNA origami changes this distance, the emission is thus affected by the applied voltage in the nanocapillary system. They used two configurations for the dyes: either perpendicular (∼3 nm apart in neighboring helices) or parallel (∼5.8 nm apart along the leash strand) to the electric field (Figure 3e). First, coarse-grained Brownian dynamics simulations were used to test the designs, and the perpendicular alignment yielded a notable change in dye distance as a function of voltage, whereas the parallel alignment remained mostly unchanged. The plates were then experimentally tested by attaching them to quartz glass nanocapillaries (100–400 mV bias) and observing them with a fluorescence microscope capable of two-color alternating laser excitation (ALEX). Nearly as simulated, the perpendicular design was found to be sensitive to bias voltage changes between 200–400 mV, while the parallel design was not (Figure 3e, bottom panel). Thus, Hemmig et al. demonstrated how an optical voltage sensor could be set up from DNA origami attached to nanocapillaries.

2.3. DNA Nanopores for Lipid Membranes and Vesicles. The design and fabrication of membrane-penetrating NPs that can function as artificial channels are formidable...
challenges owing to the entropic penalty associated with the insertion of synthetic pores into the hydrophobic domain of lipid membranes. Despite the challenges, NPs assembled from a variety of materials, including proteins, peptides, synthetic organic compounds, and DNA nanostructures, have been realized recently.59 Because of the modularity of DNA nanostructures, their interactions with lipid membranes can be designed by attaching lipid modification at different locations. As a result, a plethora of lipid-interacting DNA nanostructures have been created,60,61 including DNA NPs with diversified sizes and shapes, from individual dsDNA molecules62 and DNA-tile assembled from eight oligonucleotides63 to large DNA origami porins (up to ∼6 nm in diameter) that allow transportation of folded proteins.54,55

In 2012, Langecker et al.64 first assembled nanometer-sized transmembrane channels into lipid bilayers by utilizing DNA origami honeycomb structures (Figure 4a). The synthetic channel structure was composed of two modules. One is a 54HB (HB = helix bundle) stem, where the six inner dsDNA helices were designed to function as a hollow channel that penetrate and span a lipid membrane. The other is a barrel-shaped cap having 26 covalently bound cholesterol units at the bottom to implant the structure to the cis side of the membrane. The assembly was evidenced by the marriage of small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) made of POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) lipids and the orientation of DNA channels seen in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images. This necessitates dynamic rearrangement of the lipid membrane around the DNA channel with the hydrophilic heads facing the charged stem of the structure, otherwise the assembly process would require substantial amounts of free energy (several 100 kJ mol−1).

Additional proofs of pore formation were provided by electrical measurements using a more stable DPhPC (1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) bilayers that corroborated ion channel responses like those measured for natural ion channels, tunable gating behavior and single-molecule translocation which may enable, for example, sensing applications and interference with cellular homeostasis. Furthermore, the authors corroborated the ability of discrimination of single DNA molecules through pore translocation by following transient current blockades. By applying positive voltage bias, they demonstrated capture, unzipping, and subsequent translocation of a 9 bp DNA hairpin equipped with 50 Ts on the 3′ end and 6 Ts on the 5′ end, which was added to the cis side of the membrane. By reversing the bias, the translocated hairpin molecules could be transferred back to the cis side. In addition, they employed quadruplex-forming oligonucleotides with either a tail of 60 Ts or 125 deoxythymidines (dT), and followed the capture, threading, unfolding, and subsequent translocation of the molecules. Using the latter version of the quadruplex-forming molecule resulted in larger current blockades, which further emphasized the sensing capability of the developed pore system based on translocation characteristics.

Soon after, Burns and colleagues57 introduced a related approach for the DNA pore formation in lipid membranes. A hexagonal 6HB barrel was composed of 15 nm duplexes, each substituted with charge-neutral phosphorothioate-ethyl (PPT) groups (12 PPT per duplex) in predefined positions. This ensures that a membrane-spanning hydrophobic ring is composed on the outer face of the hollow barrel to overcome energetic cost associated with the insertion of a DNA barrel into the hydrophobic environment of DPhPC lipid membrane (Figure 4b). Insertion of the barrel was accomplished by applying alternate voltage in buffered media. NPs were proven structurally stable and generated a constant flow of ionic current through a single pore when 100 mV potential was applied. However, higher voltages up to 200 mV caused irreversible channel closure or the expulsion of pore from the membrane.

Redesigning the hollow 6HB barrel by moving the hydrophobic PPT-ring from center of the barrel to the bottom end enabled the membrane spanning pore formation and cytotoxic activity unlike three control structures that were not expected to bind SUV bilayers. Incubation with cervical cancer cells (HeLa) for 24 h at a concentration of 60 μg mL−1 (∼100 nM concentration of NPs) decreased cell viability by 20%, except for controls. Confocal microscopy experiments corroborated that the pore-forming barrels were mainly located at the cellular membrane whereas the control structures, which did not contain a hydrophobic ring, were internalized. Thus, cytotoxic effect arises from a combination of DNA-pore formation and a hydrophobic ring that facilitate binding and interaction with cell membrane.58

Burns et al.65 presented an alternative strategy where a 6HB DNA-NP was embedded to the giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) via porphyrin-based lipid anchors. Tetrathenylporphyrin (TPP) anchors were selected due to inherent hydrophobicity and fluorescence emission, which provided a practical tool to verify membrane anchoring (Figure 4c). 6HB was designed using caDNAo software60 and assembled by annealing an equimolar mixture of four regular and two TPP-modified DNA strands. Insertion of the DNA-pores to micrometer-sized GUVs (prepared from DPhPC lipids using electroformation unit) occurred via incubation in buffer medium at pH 8.0 and was confirmed by independent spectroscopic analysis based on the known fluorescence shift of porphyrin. Electric recordings, performed in nanocapillary to measure the ion flow across the lipid bilayers, yielded a distribution of conductances with a maximum of 250 picoSiemens (pS). Because of the simplicity of the PPT version of the 6HB DNA-NP, its biophysical properties have been simulated with atomic precision.61 In addition, current–voltage (IV) characterization of the 6HB DNA-NP indicated that the pore could switch from a high-conductance (open) state to a low-conductance (close) state when a higher voltage bias was applied.62 The molecular mechanism of this voltage-switching behavior was later investigated computationally with MD simulations.63 The simulations revealed that while the central tube lumen of the structure maintained a cylindrical shape, the mouth regions at the two termini undergo gating-like motions, causing temporal fluctuations in their aqueous volume, which presumably explains the lower conductance state of the NP.

Elaborated from the previous designs, Burns et al.54 developed an elegant DNA NP equipped with hydrophobic cholesterol anchors, and a nanomechanical and sequence-specific gate to regulate transmembrane flux (Figure 4d). The DNA-barrel was redesigned to be shorter (∼9 nm) than the previous ones (17–42 nm) to better match the thickness of DPhPC bilayer and thus regulate the flux of matter across the membrane. In addition, the 6HB design comprised concatenated DNA strands that combined two adjacent duplexes at their termini via single-stranded loops being simpler than traditional oligonucleotide connectivity. Closing of the nanomechanical gate was controlled by employing a "lock" strand
that formed a duplex with two docking sites close to the pore entrance. Opening of the gate was triggered by addition of a “key” strand that removed the lock via hybridization thus leaving the gate open. Single-channel current recordings for the open DNA NP depicted a steady current trace and leaving the gate open. Single-channel current recordings for the perpendicularly from the bottom of the origami plate as a wide channel elaborated from a double layered pseudosymmetric hexagonal origami lattice having an outer diameter of 22 nm and a length of 32 nm (Figure 4f) measured from the known hydrodynamic radius confirmed the expected 2.0 nm pore width since PEGs smaller than 1.8 nm migrated into the pore reducing its conductance, whereas larger PEGs did not. Moreover, the DNA pore was charge selective (Figure 4d) unlike natural protein pore α-hemolysin, allowing a positively charged small-molecule fluorophore sulforhodamine B (SRB) transport from lipid vesicles 13× faster than a negatively charged analog carboxy-fluorescein (CF).

In 2016, Krishnan et al.65 presented a larger DNA-based pore with a ~4 nm diameter and simultaneously enhanced the anchor mechanisms of lipid adhering. The DNA membrane design was introduced as “DNA T pore” that comprised a double-layered DNA origami plate (46 × 51 nm²) embedded with 12 helices forming a 27 nm hollow stem extending perpendicularly from the bottom of the origami plate as a transmembrane channel (inner cross-section 4.2 × 4.2 nm²). Down-side of the DNA origami plate was anchored via 57 hydrophobic tocopherol moieties facing to the SUV bilayer fabricated of POPC lipids (Figure 4e). For a comparison, a 6HB “pin” pore and a “wheel” pore analog (diameter ~2.6 nm, respectively) were constructed. In addition, an alternative strategy for membrane plate implantation was achieved by exploiting biotinylated lipids and streptavidin bridges on all three pore types (Figure 4e). Electrical measurements needed to corroborate pore formation was determined using the droplet interface bilayer (DIB) technique66 exhibiting a conductance value of 3.1 nS for the T pore. Such large pores that can be inserted either an outside-in or an inside-out configuration enabled translocation events of ssDNA and dsDNA strands up to a length of 527 bp with increasing translocation speeds as a function of the transmembrane voltage. To further demonstrate the feasibility of the concept, three pores were incorporated into GUVs (mimics of artificial cells, diameter >10 μm), respectively, to perform dye influx experiments using fluorescent dye Atto 633 that does not penetrate the lipid membrane. The dye influx rates through DNA pores were monitored several hours using confocal laser fluorescence microscopy revealing dye influx induced by T pore and wheel pore, whereas the pin pore exhibited negligible influx due to poor penetration into the lipid membrane, which is consistent with electrical recordings.

To date, the largest synthetic transmembrane DNA NP has been presented by Thomsen et al.57 who designed a 9.6 nm wide channel elaborated from a double layered pseudosymmetric hexagonal origami lattice having an outer diameter of 22 nm and a length of 32 nm (Figure 4f) measured from the negative-stain TEM images and single-particle 2D analysis. The dynamic NP design featured three programmable flaps that facilitated the insertion into SUVs made of POPC lipids. Each flap was locked in closed position by two staple strands respectively, to prevent aggregation induced by aqueous media. Flap opening via strand-displacement reactions exposed 46 nucleic acid strands decorated with 28 palmitoyl and 18 cholesterol moieties (Figure 4f inset) that, in turn, enhanced the penetration into the lipid membrane (Figure 4f). The opening of flaps was clearly visible on TEM images and Cy5−Cy3 FRET assays corroborated opening within minutes after addition of key strands. Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy experiments enabled kinetic and thermodynamic studies of dye translocation. Surface immobilized SUVs loaded with Atto 655 dye were inserted with Atto 488-labeled preopened DNA pores, which facilitated real-time observation of NP docking time, reorientation time for pore insertion, ATTO 655 efflux rate, and subsequent comparison to α-hemolysin used as a positive control. The single-particle experiments revealed that the dye flux rate in α-hemolysin pores was dependent on the diameter of SUVs unlike in DNA pores. Size-selective gating of molecules was demonstrated with sulforhodamine B (SRB, SS8 Da, d ∼ 0.5 nm), combined with a 40-kDa or a 500-kDa (d = 4.8 nm and ∼15.9 nm, respectively) dextran–FITC dyes employing a combination of surface-immobilized GUVs and Cy5-tagged DNA NPs. Dye influx was monitored 8 h using confocal laser scanning microscopy, which revealed rapid intake of SRB within GUVs. Translocation of the 40-kDa FITC dye was also successful, though much slower rate, whereas 500-kDa dye was too bulky to pass through the pore. Accordingly, the flux could be restricted by adding a molecular plug (ten 20-kDa PEG polymers, d ∼ 4.9 nm) within the DNA pore via available staple strand overhangs allowing translocation of small molecule SRB dye only. Moreover, the scope of size-specific cargo translocation properties was demonstrated by immobilized SUVs loaded with Atto 655 dye and 40-kDa dextran−tetramethylrhodamine (dTMR-40k). Subsequent DNA pore insertion permitted full efflux of the cargo while concise α-hemolysin pores used as a control, dTMR-40k remained encapsulated. Analogously, plugged DNA pores selectively allowed efflux of Atto 655 dye. Unplugging the pore by a toehold-mediated strand displacement mechanism released also the loaded dTMR-40k. Arguably, this concept may open up new avenues in many sensing applications.

The same 6HB pore design as in Figure 4d with three cholesterol lipid anchors (NP-3C) or without anchors (NP-0C, negative control) were employed to study structural, functional and thermal stability, and folding efficiency of DNA NPs in biological media.68 In all, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), bacterial growth medium lysogeny broth (LB), mammalian cell media Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), and DMEM supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS) were investigated. In addition, counterion stabilization of NP-0C using Na+, K+ and Mg2+ ions were explored. Just protein-containing FBS media showed complex formation with the DNA in sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Thus, results imply efficient pore folding and high biocompatibility. Melting temperatures of the pore constructs were measured by FAM−Cy3 FRET pairs. In all media and salt conditions, melting transitions were well above physiological temperatures (45−54 °C, respectively), even without the Mg2+ ions. Moreover, DNA NPs remained water-soluble in all buffer systems after 2 days, except in the presence of FBS, and were able to bind green fluorescence protein loaded GUVs verified by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy to mention that although the versatile pore system is compatible with various buffers and retains its functionality...
under different conditions, in serum-based and protein-rich solutions, such as in FBS, sensing and characterization of small analyte molecules becomes extremely complicated.

Very recently, Debnath et al.\textsuperscript{69} showed that a DNA-based ionophore for preferential and stimuli-responsive K\textsuperscript{+} transport across a biological membrane can be rationally assembled. The ionophore was formed using human telomeric G-quadruplex with noncovalently attached lipophilic guanosines, which facilitated the G-quadruplex anchoring to the hydrophobic lipid membrane. The authors deduced that the observed selective K\textsuperscript{+} transport of the ionophore is due to the change of its conformation in response to different types of surrounding ions. Clearly, these results reinforce the suitability of advanced DNA nanotechnology as a versatile precision material for use in a plethora of biological studies such as specific targeting of cellular receptors and creating selective artificial transporters for diverse therapeutic and medical implementations.

As a final note to this section, while it is a common problem with many of the used anchoring modifications, chiefly cholesterol, that they tend to cause unwanted aggregation, it is also possible to control or exploit this behavior in the design of the DNA pores. For example, clever positioning of the lipid modifications can be used to deform and hydrophobically actuate (open/close) modified DNA structures on contact with surfactants and lipid bilayers,\textsuperscript{70} or the modifications can be sterically hindered from forming aggregates with ssDNA overhangs that still allow the actual docking event to occur.\textsuperscript{71} For the interested reader, useful design rules were thoroughly investigated by Ohmann et al.\textsuperscript{71}

3. TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS

3.1. DNA-Assisted Methods for Molecular Detection and Analysis. The controlled design of DNA origami provides freedom in tuning of the pore size and shape, and thus, the customizable origami plugs could be employed in filtering of nano-objects, for example proteins in solution, based on the size variation. This means that the hybrid device could be utilized for selecting, trapping or filtering certain molecules from the solution as explained above.\textsuperscript{39} In addition, owing to its intrinsic anionic nature and outstanding addressability and programmability, DNA also presents an ideal analyte carrier, which hence greatly expands the application span of NPs. In this section, we will summarize recent advances in NP applications that are facilitated with DNA carriers. Early on, Kasiowicz et al. reported the transient current blockades in a single α-hemolysin channel caused by ssDNA and single-stranded RNA (ssRNA).\textsuperscript{74} Later, the same ion channel was applied for avidin detection with the help of biotinylated DNA polymers (Figure 5a).\textsuperscript{73} The ion channel was reconstituted through the placement of a single α-hemolysin ion channel into a planar lipid bilayer. Subsequent addition of short or long biotinylated ssDNA and excess avidin resulted in two distinct current blockade models. Of particular interest is that this platform is able to measure the analyte concentration while maintaining excellent selectivity. Moreover, instead of linking recognition motif to a channel, the as-reported method was based on rationally designed DNA sequences, which is more feasible and can eliminate concerns over complicated translocation induced by analyte mixture.\textsuperscript{75}

In contrast to the aforementioned method that monitored stochastic blocking events, Smeets et al. presented the first investigation on the translocations of DNA–protein structures through a SSNP (Figure 5b).\textsuperscript{76} In this study, recombination protein A (RecA), which is known to form stable nucleoprotein filaments on dsDNA and facilitates homologous recombination and DNA repair, was first utilized to coat a 20 kbp dsDNA. Subsequent translocation measurements of dispersed analyte showed pronounced translocation time duration and conductance blockade compared to that obtained with native dsDNA. The nucleoprotein filament diameter was deducted from the conductance blockade, which fell well into the reported range. Besides, the results were confirmed by

Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the analytical sensor based on current blockades. (b) Top left panel: the TEM image of a NP. Top right panel: schematic illustration of the translocation of RecA-coated DNA. Middle panel: current recording before and after the addition of bare DNA and RecA-coated DNA. Bottom panel: two typical translocation events after addition of RecA-coated DNA. (c) Left panel: schematic illustration of the detection of RecA on dsDNA. Inset is a TEM image of the NP. Right panel: representation of current recording of typical translocation events for plain DNA, completely RecA-coated DNA and partially coated DNA. (d) Schematic overview of specific protein detection using designed DNA carriers. (e) Experimental setup of Gq NP assay and a typical current recording. (a) Reprinted from ref 73. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society. (b) Reprinted from ref 76. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (c) Reprinted from ref 77. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (d) Reprinted from ref 82. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (e) Reprinted from ref 84. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
rationally placing the DNA–protein complex into the NP with the help of an optical tweezer. Enlightened by this observation, people from the same group sought the possibilities to identify the distribution of RecA on dsDNA (Figure 5c). A 48.8 kbp dsDNA was first partially covered with RecA, forming uneven patchy RecA coatings along the dsDNA. Upon addition of the RecA-coated DNA to the NP, distinct translocation events were recorded, which was corresponding to size and distribution of coated RecA. Localization of RecA on dsDNA was resolved with a resolution of 8 nm, which corresponds to 5 RecA monomers binding to 15 bp of DNA. Later, they managed to detect single DNA-bound proteins at the single DNA molecule level, using phage DNA-binding antibodies as the model system. On the other hand, Bulushev et al. localized other DNA-binding proteins, E. coli RNA polymerase (RNP) and dCas9, while Bell et al. and Sze et al. realized multiplexed single-molecule protein screening along single DNA carrier.

Bell and Keyser expanded the concept by designing a DNA carrier for selective protein detection using glass NPs (Figure 5d). Protein translocation through NPs was measured in this study and the native state of proteins was preserved. In their design, the DNA carriers are composed of a linear DNA template that is modified at tailored positions for the binding of one or several proteins of interest. Using streptavidin as the model protein, they observed distinct current spikes close to the center of the translocation event. The detection sensitivity increased with the number of modified sites and the detectable current events reached ~100% when five biotins were attached to the DNA carrier. It was also demonstrated that the DNA carrier was able to identify targeted protein against a background of protein mixture. As demonstrations of the adaptability of this method, they attached three biotin with ~600 nm intervals to the DNA carrier and three distinct current spikes at approximately equal time points were resolved, providing a feasible way for DNA velocity probing. Moreover, the DNA carrier was proved to be sensitive in antibody detection when a digoxigenin was attached. Bőskovic et al. utilized the same methodology to detect the formation and distribution of G-quadruplexes (Gq) along a single-stranded M13 DNA carrier using a single-molecule Gq NP assay (smGNA) (Figure 5e). Moreover, this assay revealed the Gq formation kinetics in the presence of potassium and probed quadruplex-to-duplex structural transitions, demonstrating the feasibility over conventional label-requiring approaches which may disturb Gq formation.  

3.2. Other Applications. A NP sensor translates the structural information on macromolecules into electric signals. By applying the same principle, Chen and co-workers used NPs as high-resolution readout systems for digital data artificially stored in DNA nanocarriers. In their work, information was encoded in a linearized M13mp18 scaffold by a series of staples containing short hairpins. To decode the data, an integrated NP system that consists of a PDMS chip and capillary NPs with diameters of 5 nm was employed. When the nanocarriers translocate through the NP, the hairpin extrusions will cause a series of observable secondary ionic current pulses as readout. The current resolution of the system...
was sufficient to distinguish hairpins of 8 bp from the ones of 16 bp, which represent “0” bits and “1” bits, respectively (Figure 6a). The spatial resolution has also been examined. With a 76-bp separation between the hairpins, 50% of the signals are still resolvable. However, to increase the accuracy, the actual encoding has spacers of 114 bp. The authors encoded 56 bits in a scaffold of 7,228 nt long. By analyzing tens of translocation events of such carriers by Bayesian inference method, 54 out of 56 bits were correctly read. Moreover, the data storage capacity can be further multiplied by connecting two scaffolds with a linker staple. This combination of programmability of DNA nanotechnology and the convenient conversion of a molecular structure feature to an electric signal by NP created a platform for digital data storage and extraction.

In 2020, Chen et al. upgraded their research to the next level, in which the functions of a DNA hard-drive, including reading, writing, erasing, and rewriting, were realized. To enable these dynamic operations, several modifications to the system were made. First, instead of hairpins, biotinylated oligonucleotides and monovalent streptavidin were used to mark the “1” bit (Figure 6b). To erase the “1” bit, toe-hold based strand displacement was employed to release the biotinylated strand. Finally, to facilitate the smooth translocation of the nanocarrier with streptavidin, the diameter of the biotinylated strand. For that reason, dissection of blockade events of small analyte molecules in biologically relevant media (for example serum-based buffers with high concentrations of proteins and protein aggregates) becomes arduous.

To tackle the other obstacles mentioned above, one can consider making use of a wealth of new design approaches and strategies. For example, in the case of undesired leakage current through the large DNA pores, the obvious problems are related to the mechanical stability of the pore structure. However, a straightforward method by Gerling et al. to covalently cross-link the DNA strands provides mechanically and thermally stable structures through UV irradiation. To bring this sequence-programmable technique into practice, the same research group has further generalized the approach to create custom-sized, functional, and durable DNA origami structures. The other ways to achieve more robust structures are based on postfunctionalization strategies such as silicification or the DNA shapes or cross-linking of the DNA-coating polymers. Moreover, the potentially achieved robustness of the DNA-based pores would also resolve the problem of using high bias voltages that are often required in electrical gating. On the other hand, stiffened or solidified structures may lack dynamic features that are needed in many biomedical approaches that rely on switching, actuation and conformational changes of the pore structure. Alas, so far these techniques have not been combined with the existing DNA nanopore methods; however, this work may already be underway while we are writing this.

Structural DNA nanotechnology has evolved significantly during the past two decades, and the reduced price of synthesis and biotechnological mass production possibilities for custom DNA structures will further lower the barriers for their use in wide-range applications. Moreover, their feasibility can be further enhanced as there exist a plethora of methods to increase their stability for application-specific conditions. Nanopore technologies have likewise remarkably improved within a similar time window. As of today, the pore size can be

4. CONCLUSIONS, CHALLENGES, AND PERSPECTIVES

In this review, we have discussed various DNA-based methods that can be combined with well-established high resolution, label-free, and single-molecule sensitivity enabling nanopore technologies. As explained here, DNA nanotechnology provides nearly arbitrarily shaped, spatially addressable and accurate DNA objects that can further act as modifiable plugins for solid-state nanopores or serve as pores themselves. Indeed, the straightforward and precise functionalization of DNA nanostructures makes them perfect candidates to achieve modulated translocation velocities and desired task-specific pore functions. However, a plethora of challenges still remain. These include relatively high leakiness of the structures, gating effects, and controlled orientation of the pore elements within a membrane, tendency of aggregation of functionalized pores especially the ones with tailored hydrophobic moieties such as cholesterol linkers and other amphiphilic modifications. In addition, there is an increasing interest toward employing nanopore systems for characterizing complex molecular reactions in a step-like manner. However, this is extremely difficult to achieve, as there are pragmatic restrictions such as signal-to-noise ratio and random blockade events that interfere with the analysis. Needless to say, due to the exact same reason, dissection of blockade events of small analyte molecules in biologically relevant media (for example serum-based buffers with high concentrations of proteins and protein aggregates) becomes arduous.

To tackle the other obstacles mentioned above, one can consider making use of a wealth of new design approaches and strategies. For example, in the case of undesired leakage current through the large DNA pores, the obvious problems are related to the mechanical stability of the pore structure. However, a straightforward method by Gerling et al. to covalently cross-link the DNA strands provides mechanically and thermally stable structures through UV irradiation. To bring this sequence-programmable technique into practice, the same research group has further generalized the approach to create custom-sized, functional, and durable DNA origami structures. The other ways to achieve more robust structures are based on postfunctionalization strategies such as silicification or the DNA shapes or cross-linking of the DNA-coating polymers. Moreover, the potentially achieved robustness of the DNA-based pores would also resolve the problem of using high bias voltages that are often required in electrical gating. On the other hand, stiffened or solidified structures may lack dynamic features that are needed in many biomedical approaches that rely on switching, actuation and conformational changes of the pore structure. Alas, so far these techniques have not been combined with the existing DNA nanopore methods; however, this work may already be underway while we are writing this.
adjusted at the nanometer scale with state-of-the-art nanotechnology and the membrane thickness can reach the single-atom level (graphene pores), thus providing excellent signal resolution. Taking into account the rapid development within both research fields and the vast amount of examples provided through the fusion of these two, it is foreseeable that some DNA-based nanopore technologies can find uses in scientific exploration while others may be commercialized as extremely sensitive sensors for various analytes in, for example, personalized medicine. In addition, as there is an increasing interest toward employing DNA as a digital data storage, the methods allowing rapid reading of encoded information and using DNA-based nanopore devices as hard drives would provide intriguing solutions for recording, storing, and processing information in the near future.
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